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When we began the Halo Licensing Survey in 2018, we 
forecast that IP owners and managers would need to 
adapt to catch up with the rules of collaboration culture 
– where spontaneity, originality and exclusivity are often 
the key metrics of success.  

We were right. After tracking nearly 2,500 campaigns in 
2021, adaptation has obviously taken place.  

Yet this rapid growth has made it tougher to filter the 
noise and deliver on our original objective to highlight 
key innovations and demonstrate that best practice 
occurs not only at the centre, but at the fringes.  

After a record-breaking 2021 and the prospect ahead 
of mushrooming growth in mega-campaigns, NFTs and 
game integrations, it is time for a new approach. This 
edition previews how we will work going forward. 

Our new format focuses on quality over quantity, with 
an  editorial style designed to showcase the action that 
matters. From now on, we will be focusing less on the 
whole picture, and more on the big picture. 

To honour current subscribers, this quarter’s Directory 
section contains links to all Q4 campaigns, but in future 
editions this index will be capped at 300 cases. We 
will list only the most interesting and important 
examples and emphasise work from the approximately 
600 brands that have shaped the collaboration 
economy over the last decade. 

We hope you enjoy our new approach and look 
forward to delivering more great insights in 2022. 
Thanks for your support!

Happy New Year and welcome to our look at the state 
of strategic property licensing in Q4/2021.  

What a year 2021 was. When it began, the biggest 
question was whether surging activity in the second half 
of 2020 was merely making up for momentum lost 
during lockdown, or a sign of things to come. With total 
annual campaign volume up 63% in 2021, the answer 
was clearly the latter.  

While Q4 notched a new record crop of 654 cases, 
growth since the end of Q1 has been gentle at best. 
Likewise, category distribution remained remarkably 
steady throughout 2021. In the pre-holiday period, 
character licensing activity did spike by around 20% 
while consumer brands and sports properties lost some 
ground – but in general, the power dynamics within the 
IP industry look very similar to one year ago. 

In fact, the only clear conclusions to draw from the new 
larger landscape are that the number of properties 
active in the market has grown sharply, as has the 
interest of brands in working with licensed IP versus 
other types of collaborators. 

These conclusions are borne out by aggregate levels of 
activity among the market’s most active properties, 
which rose by less than 30% despite seasonal excesses 
like Space Jam and Coke’s low-worth Unity campaign. 

Of the many factors driving new properties and brands 
into the space, one to watch is the rise in sweepstakes 
promotions and more sophisticated partnerships that 
combine the best features of licensed promotions with 
ultra-desirable lifestyle goods.

THE JAM
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TOTAL: 654

2021 POWER PROPERTIES

Q4/2021 CAMPAIGNS



IN FOCUS: THE SIMPSONS x BALENCIAGA
Teased: 
Released (content): 
Announced (collection): 
Released (collection):

6.6.21 
1.10.21 
12.10.21 
12.10.21

Balenciaga’s Simpsons capsule seems straight-
forward: a simple follow-up to the custom 
episode that premiered at Paris Fashion Week. 
But closer analysis reveals greater sophistication. 

In this 2-phase collaboration, Balenciaga used 
The Simpsons first to market its own SS22 
collection. Alongside the 10-minute long 
Simpsons episode, 40 custom characters were 
drawn for Balenciaga’s seasonal look book. 

The licensed collection that follows then sees 
Balenciaga exploiting its own notoriety: effectively 
creating event merch for its own show. A single, 
repeated motif shows The Simpson family 
wearing the label’s current FW21 collection. Its 
nonchalant inclusion in Balenciaga’s June ‘deep-
fake’ show was a truly meta moment. 

In a time where luxury premiums are increasingly 
earned through experiences, and the lines 
between entertainers and brands are blurring, 
this collaboration points to the possibility of 
entirely new value models for licensed IP, while 
setting new benchmarks for custom content. 

Besides generating huge attention and sales, the 
campaign succeeds in enhancing the reputation 
of The Simpsons (hip, edgy) and Balenciaga 
(ironic, self-aware). We’ve said it before, but this 
may just be the perfect licensed collaboration.

“I did not want to align anything or make sense of 
anything. I just wanted to create an iconic visual story.” 

Demna GvasaliaCOLLECTION DETAILS
2 x Tees €450-495
2 x Hoodies €695-750
Jacket €1850
2 x Shoppers €775-1290
Backpack €675
Cap €295
2 x Scarfs €365-450
Keyring €195
Cardholder €195
Kids’ Tee €150
Kids´ Hoodie €250

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZHESOq-Gkw&t=599s
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/akg3bb/balenciaga-ss22-show-review
https://www.dazeddigital.com/fashion/article/54375/1/balenciaga-ss22-show-special-episode-paris-the-simpsons-demna-gvasalia
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/08/style/homer-simpson-fashion.html
https://www.inputmag.com/style/balenciaga-the-simpsons-hoodie-t-shirt-hat-keychain-bag-release-date-price
https://www.nylon.com/fashion/how-to-buy-balenciaga-simpsons-collaboration
https://vogue.sg/balenciaga-the-simpsons/
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BARBAPAPA x MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
Traditional elitist barriers were shattered 
by several pop-crossover projects 
launched by the Louvre throughout 
2021.  

Publishing ventures included Barbapapa 
au Louvre and Martine au Louvre, while 
its lifestyle merchandise capitalised on 
the Netflix success of Lupin. 

Now, BarbaLouvre is a hybrid gift-shop 
brand that reinterprets the museum’s 
collection masterpieces with seven 
custom illustrations from the shape-
shifting Barbapapa family.

Beverage brands walk a fine line of 
credibility whenever they try to engage 
with street culture, but Chivas’s effort is 
notable for the quality of its conceptual 
premise and 360º execution. 

Its merchandise package with MJB has 
a legitimate backstory, and provides 
legacy visibility for Regal FC – a larger 
content / social engagement container 
created with football culture / fashion 
hub, Gaffer. 

Three authentic looks in three product 
drops follow a schedule of Chivas-
sponsored charity football events.

CHIVAS x MARC JACQUES BURTON

https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://boutique.louvre.fr/en/products/barbapapa-au-louvre
https://boutique.louvre.fr/en/products/barbapapa-au-louvre
https://www.connaissancedesarts.com/musees/musee-louvre/martine-au-musee-du-louvre-un-album-inedit-des-aventures-de-la-jeune-heroine-11159458/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/6/lupin-musee-du-louvre-netflix-apparel-home-decor-collection-release-info
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://gaffer.online/features/category/regal/
https://gaffer.online/features/regal/marc-jacques-burton-on-designing-his-first-ever-football-jersey-for-regal-fc/
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HAJIME SORAYAMA x XO x THE WEEKND 
Music artists’ ability to fuse different 
strands of culture and commerce is 
seldom demonstrated better than here.  

Alongside KAWS, Sorayama was 
undoubtedly the rising star of art 
crossover in 2021, and his stunning 
creative direction of the 10-year 
anniversary video for The Weeknd’s 
“Echoes of Silence” provided the catalyst 
for a capsule issued under the singer’s 
XO lifestyle label / alias.  

Capsule styles include an Alpha 
Industries MA-1 jacket, alongside 
collectible Bearbrick figures and limited-
edition vinyl.

PEANUTS x SWATCH
This partnership sees one of the world’s 
most collected brands turbocharging its 
collector playbook – with a series of spin-
off releases supplementing a core, 6-
style capsule. 

Hard-to-get items were a 210cm Maxi 
wall clock (limited to 444 pieces) and a 
collector frame. A special “Chomp!”
holiday drop offered an additional 
Snoopy style with a dog-bowl case and 
NFC-enabled exclusive digital content. 

6 customisable Swatch x You styles 
rounded out the partnership. 

OUR FULL Q4/2021 
REPORT PROFILES 18 

MORE CAMPAIGNS  

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/the-weeknd-tenth-anniverary-echoes-of-silence-sorayama-collaboration-capsule-collection
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHFc5ZfEdBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHFc5ZfEdBQ
https://usa.watchpro.com/swatch-spreads-seasonal-cheer-with-a-slew-of-snoopy-and-friends-watches/


ART

Andy Warhol x SK-II

Cali Thornhill DeWitt x Vault by Vans 
Daniel Arsham x Kohler 
Dr. Woo x WOAW Gallery 
Eames Office x Art of Play 
Eames Office x Globe 
Ed Hardy x Unknown 
Ed Hardy x Siberia Hills 
Frida Kahlo x Girlcult 
Georgia O’Keeffe x Shinola 
Subscribe for full list 
 

CELEBRITIES

Charlotte Gainsbourg x Zara

Elizabeth Taylor x Montblanc 
George Lucas x Kenner x Star Wars 
Halle Berry x Sweaty Betty 
Hikari Mori x Casetify 
Hilary Duff x Smash + Tess 
Jaden Smith x Levi’s 
John Boyega x H&M 
Josephine Skriver x Triarchy 
Kerwin Frost x 7-Eleven 
Subscribe for full list 

CHARACTER 
Batman x Hot Wheels 
Batman x Lanvin 
Batman x Lego Technic 
Batman x Stance 
Betty Boop x Bearbrick 
Captain America x Citizen 
Coco x Stance 
Disney x HoMie 
Disney x VeVe 
Disney Princesses x Casetify 
Subscribe for full list 

CONSUMER BRANDS 
818 Tequila x Theory 11 
Abu Garcia x Timex 
Ader Error x Zara x Zepeto 
Airwaves x Snocks 
Amazon Go x Starbucks 
AriZona x Staycoolnyc 
Arturo Fuente x Hublot 
Aspen Snowmass x Hublot 
Aston Martin x Girard-Perregaux 
Balmain x Chivas 
Subscribe for full list 

INSTITUTIONS 
Amnesty International x Moomin 
Dunhuang Museum x Judydoll 
Ghetto Gastro x CRUX x Target 
Historic Royal Palaces x Royal Mint 
MOCA x Vans 
MOCA x Vans x 3 artists 
MTA x MAAP 
Musée du Louvre  x Uniqlo UT x Peter Saville 
NASA x SSENSE x Tom Sachs 
Open Arms x Etnia Barcelona 
Subscribe for full list 

MANGA / ANIME / KAWAII 
Astro Boy x BAIT x Louis de Guzman 
Chainsaw Man x Glamb 
Death Note x XLarge 
Doraemon x CA4LA 
Dragon Ball x Billionaire Boys Club 
Dragon Ball x Dim Mak 
Dragon Ball x FILA 
Evangelion x Bearbrick 
Evangelion x JINS 
Evangelion x ©SAINT MXXXXXX 
Subscribe for full list 

MOVIES / TV 
Anchorman x Stance 
A Nightmare on Elm St. x Kylie Cosmetics 
A Nightmare on Elm Street x The Hundreds 
Back to the Future x The Hundreds 
Beavis & Butt-head x Stance 
Bridgerton x Pat McGrath Labs 
Curb Your Enthusiasm x KITH 
Curb Your Enthusiasm x Madhappy 
D.P. x CARNIVAL 
Don’t Look Up x New Balance x Sotheby’s 
Subscribe for full list 

MUSIC 
2 Chainz x True Religion 
24kGoldn x Levi’s 
Aleali May x Barbie x Mattel Creations 
Arca x Ray Ban 
Backstreet Boys x Tommy Jeans 
Billie Eilish x Gucci 
Billy Gibbons x Alvies 
Black Sabbath x DC Shoes 
Blackpink x Casetify 
Blue Note x The Hundreds 
Subscribe for full list 

PUBLISHING 
Babar the Elephant x Rowing Blazers 
Barbapapa x Musée du Louvre 
Cool Hunting x Isotope 
Dazed x Conner Ives 
Delish x Dash 
Dr Seuss x Dapper Labs 
Elle Décor x CasaCraft 
Eric Carle x Deliveroo 
Eric Carle x Graniph 
Eric Carle x Nugget 
Subscribe for full list 

PORT 
1000 Miglia x Chopard x Bamford Watch Dept. 
AC Milan x Puma 
Arsenal FC x adidas Originals 
Ayrton Senna x Tag Heuer 
Beijing 2022 x Omega 
Daniel Ricciardo x McLaren 
FC Barcelona x Casio G-Shock 
G2 eSports x New Era 
Giannis Antetokounmpo x JBL 
Giannis Antetokounmpo x Uno x Nike 
Subscribe for full list 

TOYS / GAMES / VIDEO GAMES 
American Girl x Stoney Clover Lane 
Angry Birds x Billebeino  
Arena of Valor x Perfect Diary 
Assassin’s Creed x Venum 
Barbie x Kith x Mekka Shyian 
Barbie x Rue des Mille 
Barbie x Steampod 
Bratz x GCDS 
Candy Land x Morgan Lane 
Care Bears x RECUR 

DIRECTORY: Q4/2021

250+ CAMPAIGNS IN 
EVERY EDITION*. 

CONFIRM YOUR 2022 
SUBSCRIPTION NOW! 

*650+ campaigns in  
the Q4/2021 report

https://www.prestigeonline.com/my/beauty-wellness/beauty/andy-warhol-x-sk-ii-limited-edition-essence-set-gives-you-the-gift-of-clear-skin/
https://sneakernews.com/2021/12/14/cali-dewitt-vault-by-vans-2021/
https://www.wallpaper.com/design/daniel-arsham-kohler-sink-3D-printed-ceramic
https://hypebeast.com/2021/11/dr-woo-woaw-gallery-nft-auction
https://thedieline.com/blog/2021/11/19/were-not-bluffing-eames-office-and-art-of-play-collaborate-to-create-a-series-of-luxury-playing-cards
https://design-milk.com/eames-office-x-globe-skateboard/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/unknown-ed-hardy-collection-release-info/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/ed-hardy-by-siberia-hills-teaser-release-info
https://jingdaily.com/c-beauty-collaborations-singles-day-girlcult-perfect-diary/
https://www.wallpaper.com/watches-and-jewellery/shinola-georgia-o-keeffe-watch
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/trends/a37870394/charlotte-gainsbourg-zara-collection/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nancyolson/2021/10/08/montblanc-finds-its-latest-muse-elizabeth-taylor/
https://www.shortlist.com/news/george-lucas-heads-back-to-star-wars-in-the-greatest-way-possible-402924
https://www.wellandgood.com/sweaty-betty-halle-berry-collaboration/
https://www.girlstalk.cc/article/74170
https://okmagazine.com/p/hilary-duff-stunning-festive-tinsel-smash-tess-romper-collaboration-shop/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/levis-x-jaden-smith-capsule-collection-info
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/hm-launch-sustainable-mens-collection-john-boyega-1234964985/
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/triarchy-sustainable-denim-josephine-skriver-1235007113/
https://www.modern-notoriety.com/kerwin-frost-7-eleven-snack-attack-uniform-release-date/
https://screenrant.com/batman-movie-batmobile-hot-wheels-rc-car-images/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/lanvin-ss22-collection/
https://www.slashgear.com/lego-technic-the-batman-batmobile-kit-has-1360-pieces-17695425/
https://milled.com/stance-socks/holy-batman-frF7gQRSDS1do5gp
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/unboxing-citizen-captain-america
https://milled.com/stance-socks/pixars-coco-for-day-of-the-dead-jRGV7qiRhXhZns_I
https://www.girlfriend.com.au/homie-disney-ethical-fashion
https://www.nationalworld.com/culture/film/disney-nfts-veve-golden-moments-collection-explained-how-do-they-work-and-how-much-could-they-be-worth-3450988
https://stylecaster.com/disney-princess-x-casetify/
https://www.kardify.com/2021/12/theory11s-818-playing-cards-x-kendall.html
https://hypebeast.com/2021/11/abu-garcia-timex-tw2v37900-watch
https://fashionunited.uk/news/fashion/zara-enters-the-metaverse-with-ader-error-collaboration/2021120759895
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/it-doesnt-get-fresher-than-these-snocks-x-airwaves-socks/
https://www.theverge.com/2021/11/18/22789116/starbucks-pickup-store-amazon-go-cashierless-technology
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/staycoolnyc-arizona-beverages-clothes-collaboration-1234989777/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/hublot-big-bang-arturo-fuente-ceramic/
https://www.hodinkee.com/articles/hublot-honors-aspens-unlikely-beginnings-with-a-limited-edition-classic-fusion-watch
https://blog.dupontregistry.com/aston-martin/girard-perregaux-releases-the-laureato-chronograph-aston-matin-edition/
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-scoops/balmain-teams-with-chivas-glammed-up-whisky-1234963993/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/11/amnesty-x-moomin-new-collection-to-mark-60-years-of-defending-human-rights/
https://jingdaily.com/c-beauty-collaborations-singles-day-girlcult-perfect-diary/
https://www.wallpaper.com/design/ghetto-gastro-crux-kitchen-appliances-collaboration
https://www.licensingsource.net/the-royal-mint-unleashes-new-historic-royal-palaces-collaboration/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/vans-moca-collection-release-date-info-price/
https://sneakernews.com/2021/11/02/vans-moca-holiday-2021-collection/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/maap-mta-transit-apparel-collection/
https://fr.fashionnetwork.com/news/Uniqlo-signe-une-nouvelle-collection-en-partenariat-avec-le-musee-du-louvre,1344388.html
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/tom-sachs-ssense/
https://www.ballerstatus.com/2021/11/29/etnia-barcelona-collaborates-with-open-arms-to-save-lives/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/11/louis-de-guzman-bait-astro-boy-exhibition-clothing-capsule
https://www.fashionsnap.com/article/2021-11-25/glamb-chainsawman/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/death-note-xlarge-collection-release-info
https://www.fashionsnap.com/article/2021-11-19/ca4la-doraemon/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/billionaire-boys-club-bbc-dragon-ball-z-capsule-collection-info
https://thepopinsider.com/news/dim-mak-dragon-ball-z-collection/
https://www.inputmag.com/style/fila-dragon-ball-super-sneakers-shoes-release-date-price
https://hypebeast.com/2021/10/jins-eyewear-evangelion-collab-collection-release-info
https://hypebeast.com/2021/10/evangelion-saint-m-xxxxxx-saint-shinji-sweater-release-info
https://milled.com/stance-socks/stay-classy-stance-fans-3nttS9lO9Z0U0EpS
https://www.eonline.com/news/1304934/see-a-nude-kylie-jenner-get-doused-with-blood-in-creepy-teaser-for-cosmetics-collab
https://www.vanityteen.com/xbox-and-the-hundreds-team-up-to-offer-a-unique-clothing-collection/
https://milled.com/the-hundreds/back-to-the-hundreds-iii-available-now-ztZkLY-_rUMPDyCM
https://milled.com/stance-socks/beavis-and-butthead-x-stance-A5ZYNGZXznE-uoaN
https://www.elle.com/beauty/makeup-skin-care/a38475957/pat-mcgrath-labs-bridgerton-collab/
https://www.gq.com/story/curb-your-enthusiasm-x-kith
https://www.inputmag.com/style/madhappy-curb-your-enthusiasm-larry-david-collaboration-release-date
https://hypebeast.com/2021/10/netflix-carnival-squid-game-kingdom-dp-collab-collection
https://www.inputmag.com/style/new-balance-dont-look-up-netflix-sothebys-sneakers-shoes-meteor-fragments-billion-years-ago-release-date-price
https://www.complex.com/style/2-chainz-true-religion-limited-edition-collection
https://sourcingjournal.com/denim/denim-brands/levis-24kgoldn-outside-lands-exclusive-collection-app-mens-jeans-311378/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/mattel-creations-collaboratory-2021/
https://vmagazine.com/article/ray-ban-debuts-its-collab-with-the-talented-arca/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/10/tommy-jeans-vintage-band-merch-collection-info
https://www.fashionsnap.com/article/2021-12-03/gucci-billieeilish/
https://bravewords.com/news/zz-top-s-billy-f-gibbons-partners-with-alvies-to-launch-limited-edition-bfg-boots
https://www.rollingstone.com/product-recommendations/lifestyle/dc-shoes-black-sabbath-collection-master-of-reality-1247929/
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/blackpink-first-casetify-capsule-collection
https://www.udiscovermusic.com/news/the-hundreds-blue-note-records-merch-collaboration/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/rowing-blazers-babar-the-elephant-fall-winter-2021-skiing-collection
https://luxury-touch.com/la-collection-barbalouvre-tellement-craquante/
https://coolhunting.com/design/cool-hunting-isotopes-limited-edition-gmt-0o-watch/
https://www.dazeddigital.com/fashion/article/54472/1/get-your-hands-on-a-conner-ives-x-dazed-limited-edition-t-shirt
https://www.delish.com/food-news/a38028491/best-ever-delish-cookware/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/digital/dr-seuss-nft-seussibles-1235062806/
https://www.indianretailer.com/news/pepperfry-collaborates-with-lae-for-the-elle-decor-furniture-collection.n12063/
https://www.licensingmagazine.com/2021/10/26/deliveroo-partners-with-the-very-hungry-caterpillar/
https://www.fashionsnap.com/article/2021-10-13/graniph-harapeko-collab/
https://www.licenseglobal.com/lifestyle/world-eric-carle-nugget-team-very-hungry-caterpillar-collaboration
https://hypebeast.com/2021/10/chopard-bamford-limited-edition-mille-miglia-chronograph
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/puma-ac-milan-streetwear-capsule/
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/arsenal-adidas-originals-1993-94-away-jersey-vintage-collection-saka-wright-parris
https://www.ablogtowatch.com/tag-heuer-debuts-formula-1-senna-special-edition-2021-watch/
https://www.ablogtowatch.com/omega-debuts-seamaster-aqua-terra-beijing-2022-watch/
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